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______________________________________________________________________________
SUBJECT:

On Thursday, May 4, 2017, City Council adopted Resolution 2775 establishing the Ad Hoc Joint
City-Schools Facility Investment Task Force (“Task Force”) to oversee the development of a Joint
City-Schools Facility Capital Improvement Plan and provide recommendations related to further
capital project implementation.
The objective of this work is to provide guidance to City Council to help frame the City and
Alexandria City Public Schools (“ACPS”) Facilities Capital Improvement Program for FY 2019 FY 2027 and beyond. The Task Force is charged with developing a report to include comments
and recommendations that will:
1) Develop and recommend a long-range Joint City-Schools Facilities Capital Improvement
Plan (“FCIP”) with prioritization of 28 identified City and ACPS facility projects utilizing
identified available funding for the period FY 2019 – FY 2027.
2) Through the work of related subcommittees:
a. Determine opportunities for joint facility / site / colocation opportunities for City
and ACPS programs;
b. Review and recommend municipal facility planning and civic engagement
principles, standards and practices;
c. Review and recommend alternative capital project delivery methods and project
management structures;
d. Review and recommend governance of capital planning and project delivery; and
e. Review and recommend asset management (i.e. facility maintenance) practices.
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DELIVERABLES
This memo and the accompanying four (4) attachments represent the first of two (2) deliverables
– a long-range FCIP and associated criteria drafted by the Task Force.
Attachment 1 provides an overview of the outcomes of the first seven (7) Task Force meetings
held since June 2017 that focused on development of the FCIP. Attachment 2 is the list of identified
facility projects and funding provided to the Task Force in July. Attachments 3 and 4 are two (2)
draft FCIPs with individual project notations outlined herein for the City Council, City Manager,
School Board and Superintendent of ACPS to consider as part of the annual budget formulation
process and discussions to be held in November and December.
The second Task Force deliverable will be presented in late December 2017 in a joint meeting of
City Council and ACPS Board. The purpose of the meeting is to present a document that reflects
the outcomes of the ongoing Subcommittee discussions, including recommendations for
modification and/or improvement of future City and ACPS practices.
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RECOMMENDED FACILITY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Prioritizing projects and balancing the FCIP was a difficult challenge. We strongly believe that the
needs being addressed by each project are valid and offer value to the City and ACPS; however,
we do not recognize every proposed project as the optimal solution for the specified need.
The Task Force was charged to produce an FCIP by the end of October 2017 with process
improvement recommendations to follow. The timeline for developing the FCIP was constrained,
which did not allow a new joint prioritization process to be applied. As such, the FCIP was not
developed in alignment with the forthcoming Task Force recommendations for process
improvement. As the CIP is a ‘living’ document that is revisited on a formalized basis, future
iterations have the ability to, and should, better reflect the intentions of the Task Force described
herein.
Due to the limited timeline in which the Task Force was asked to produce an FCIP, certain
questions remain unanswered. However, in order to respond to our charge, we have performed the
difficult task of prioritizing projects within the limitations of this process. Two (2) FCIP documents
are attached for your consideration:
•

FCIP A (Attachment 3): This document is a recommended FCIP that is nearly balanced
in aggregate across all nine fiscal years but not balanced within each individual fiscal year.
FCIP A is representative of our prioritization efforts and application of criteria and
planning strategies throughout this process based on what we have learned about each
project. Individual project recommendations outlined in this document are aligned with
this FCIP A. If opportunities exist within the broader City CIP to reconcile these fiscal year
funding gaps, we recommend utilizing the prioritization efforts in this document to inform
your future CIP decisions.

•

FCIP B (Attachment 4): This document represents an FCIP with further balancing
decisions for each fiscal year based on the specified annual funding amounts which
fluctuate drastically in the first three (3) fiscal years. We believe that the balancing acts
performed to accomplish FCIP B may not necessarily represent priorities and timing of
when needs should be addressed, as projects were artificially deferred due to annual
funding constraints.

The projects and funding identified in our charge present a limited picture of what the Task Force
believed should be a broader, more comprehensive situation. For instance, during the process, we
encountered capital needs that were not considered to be part of our charge, yet should be integral
to responsible urban planning, Alexandria’s indicators of estimates growth, and considerations
raised by the community during meetings, such as affordable housing. It should be noted that the
unfunded projects included in the City’s broader CIP were also not considered in this analysis.
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Recognizing the need represented by each of the projects in our charge, we recommend that
projects left unfunded in this FCIP process be considered for funding alongside all projects within
the broader CIP for this CIP cycle. Considerations for projects not funded in the FY 2019 – 2027
FCIP are detailed later in this document. Those unfunded projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gadsby’s Tavern Renovation
Fire Station 206
Chinquapin Aquatics Center (50 meter pool)
Indoor Firing Range
New Pre-K Center
New Elementary School
Reduced funding for Health Department CFMP

Initial discussions regarding an approach to prioritization focused on ‘best value’ by optimizing
capital investments for all City and ACPS projects and focusing on understanding and balancing
relative levels of need, readiness, and value. Initial criteria and approaches to prioritization were
reviewed and discussed. The resulting approach includes a set of actionable planning strategies to
assist with developing a FCIP that:
1. Emphasizes a best value approach utilizing the following criteria:
a) Prioritizes projects with the greatest need(s);
b) Ensures projects are ready for project implementation in the proposed time frame;
c) Considers the relative value that projects provide Alexandria residents;
d) Does not negatively impact the ability of ACPS or the City to deliver essential
services.
2. Considers the biggest risks to the portfolio if particular projects are delayed, such as critical
life safety needs and required or mandated projects.
3. Provides a strategic city-wide approach (City and ACPS) that optimizes opportunities and
logistical considerations, such as:
a) Identifying and acquiring new sites for City and ACPS projects in a coordinated,
strategic manner, while allowing for flexibility if and when individual opportunities
present themselves;
b) Implementing related projects together to ensure that economies and synergies are
realized;
c) Implementing an optimal swing space approach when City and/or ACPS facility
uses need to be displaced during construction;
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d) Addressing projected school overcrowding through the implementation of projects
that meet the needs for expanded student capacity over time.
4. Considers interim measures (mitigation strategies) if urgency timeframes cannot be met.
5. Embodies a process that first analyzes alternatives, including:
a) Opportunities to partner with other jurisdictions;
b) Public private partnerships including leasing;
c) Privatization of appropriate services and amenities;
d) Sale and leaseback opportunities;
e) Other alternatives as appropriate.
Overall, this approach to prioritization means that a singular formula or rating system will not be
utilized. This is primarily due to the complexity of the diverse set of projects and value seen in
developing master facilities plans that outline preferred sequencing of related projects. Instead,
these planning strategies can help inform how projects are sequenced over time to provide the City
and ACPS the most optimal set of projects.
To support the application of the planning strategies and criteria, project information was compiled
from existing sources to provide appropriate context when considering a project’s relative physical
and functional needs, level of readiness, and value during the FCIP development work sessions
and discussions.
It should be noted that the original efforts by staff to develop project materials were made during
the previous budget formulation cycle. As such, project information was not always readily
available within the newly defined categories and best efforts were made to compile supporting
documents for Task Force meetings. Future capital project planning efforts can more readily align
project materials to the planning strategies process and should reflect overall process improvement
recommendations from the Capital Planning and Implementation Subcommittee, which will be
presented in the second deliverable of this process.
The following considerations are reflected in the recommended FCIP and will be further
informed by the final report due in December including subcommittee recommendations:
•

Inclusion of Planning Funding: Funding allotments should include at an early stage
appropriate levels of pre-design and funding activities such as alternatives analysis, swing
planning, feasibility and site analysis, community engagement, and others so that future
funding levels for design and construction can be more adequately informed as time
progresses across the FCIP. This represents the concept of “seed” money.
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•

Inclusion of Land Acquisition (Reserve for Real Property): There are currently no funds
programmed for land acquisition for these facility projects. While the identification of new
sites may be unknown in early years, we believe a potential capital investment value should
be reflected within the FCIP to more conservatively represent future funding needs. This
is provided in advance of planning and design funding allotments so that the appropriate
schedule lead time is available. These funds are intended to be set aside as a reserve and
only for use in acquiring real property for the following projects (not in rank order): Fire
Station 205, Fire Station 207, Swing Space, New Elementary School, and/or New Middle
School. The reserve amount should be reevaluated after completion of a facilities master
plan, detailed below.

•

Inclusion of Program Contingency and Escalation: The City’s broader CIP should attempt
to account for unknown costs for future projects, such as escalation and the relative level
of project assumptions, which are able to be identified in advance of pre-design activities.
A program-wide contingency line has been calculated in the recommended FCIP from the
annual identified funding sources to address this need. The percentage applied increases
from three (3) percent in year one (1) to 15 percent in years four through nine (4 – 9), based
on best practices as recommended by Consultant. This contingency line is used to account
for greater unknowns in projects that occur later in the FCIP and the increasing impact of
escalation, as project budgets are in today’s (2017) dollars and have not been updated to
reflect their current FCIP recommendation.

•

Implement a Joint City and ACPS Facilities Master Plan: A result of the formalized process
should be the development of a joint City and ACPS facilities master plan that provides
guidance for implementation of facilities projects. All current facilities and City and School
owned property should be inventoried and evaluated for the opportunity to support future
needs identified in alignment with projections and planned developments. This effort
establishes the groundwork for the identification of land and the planning for and funding
of new facilities.

•

Formalized Joint Planning Process: In addition to the formal Facilities Master Plan effort,
a formal joint ongoing planning process between City and ACPS should be developed and
implemented so that a deliberate, disciplined process is employed for future project
planning. Future planning efforts should focus on the City and ACPS’ capability of
delivering a program or service. With the level of capital project needs in comparison to
projected funding levels, we believe that future planning efforts should consider and
explore alternative funding methods that have the potential to reduce capital and operating
outlays so that funding becomes available for additional current unfunded needs. This
process should support a more rigorous analysis of alternatives, delivery methods, and
partnerships. Additionally, this process should support a formal evaluation for co-location
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opportunities. Subcommittee recommendations included in the second deliverable will
speak to this future process and its outcomes.
PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Utilizing the Planning Strategies as guidance, the following project-by-project recommendations
are made by the Task Force with notations and other considerations as applicable. They are
reflected in the attached FCIP including funding levels provided to the Task Force.
Overall, when projects are not shown in the FCIP it is due to their relative level of readiness, a
desire to explore alternatives, to their relative impact to residents and ability of the City to provide
required or critical services, or relative physical and functional need. These projects should be
considered for use of funds from the broader City CIP or in the future years of the FCIP beyond
FY 2027.
The Task Force also recommends that staff review the recommended FCIP to ensure that if project
timeframes as presented require interim measures to support the continued provision of critical
city services, that they be identified and worked into the final City CIP or the operating budget as
appropriate.
City Facility FCIP Projects:
•

C1 City Hall
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that funds for the renovation of City Hall with HVAC
replacement should remain in the current FCIP timeframe due to relative need
and readiness.
- This sequence of funding supports a reasonable lead time for pre-design and
design activities followed by construction while meeting the timing needs of
the aging building systems.
- Engagement has occurred through public City Council discussions and the
scope has been vetted.
Other Considerations:
- We recognize that City Hall is a key civic resource and it is to remain the seat
of Alexandria government per previous public discussions with City Council.
- We recommend that the City explore the potential for some staff or services to
relocate to other locations or that the building is more efficiently designed.
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-

•

We recommend that swing options and costs, if necessary, be considered in the
pre-design phase.

C2 Market Square Garage
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that funds for structural repairs of Market Square Plaza should
remain in the current FCIP timeframe due to relative need and readiness, as well
as to occur in the same timeframe as the related City Hall project.
- The garage has structural issues that need to be addressed in the timeframe
presented.
Other Considerations:
- We request that the City explore potential options to lease the facility to a thirdparty that oversees maintenance and operations.

•

C3 Gadsby’s Tavern Renovation
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- Due to funding constraints across all projects being considered and the scale of
balancing needs, we determined that funding for Gadsby’s Tavern be moved
beyond the FY 2019 – FY 2027 FCIP.
- We recognize that the physical need is present and valid; however, the impact
to the city is more limited in terms of services and residents in comparison to
other projects.
- If in the future, alternative funding for Gadsby’s Tavern cannot be secured, we
recommended incorporating funding back into the CIP to maintain this asset
accordingly.
Other Considerations:
- We recognize the building’s role in supporting tourism in Alexandria and are
open to alternative uses including repurposing the building beyond its focus as
a historical federal-era restaurant.
- As such, we recommend that the City explore alternative delivery methods to
minimize the City’s direct capital investment. We recommend that the City
solicit an RFP for public/private partnership and/or philanthropic contributions
to finance renovations within an accelerated timeframe.
- If alternative funding is secured via historic grants or private sources and
matching funds are needed for project implementation, we agree that the
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appropriate level of City project funding could be accelerated within the FCIP
in order to successfully deliver the project.
•

C5 Health Building CFMP
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that funds for the City’s Capital Facility Maintenance Programs
(CFMP) should remain in the current FCIP at a reduced rate in later years to
reflect the possibility of a building use change pending the outcomes of as part
of the City Strategic Facility Plan that is underway by the Department of
General Services (a congruent effort to the Task Force that will be completed
in 2018 and inform future CIP formulation cycles).
- This project’s original scope and timing was based on objective Facility
Condition Assessment data that would extend the lifespan of aging building
systems for an existing building. Funding has been reduced to minimize the
investment to asset survival only.
Other Considerations:
- If in the future, the asset is recommended to be repurposed for another use, we
recommend FCIP funding be provided to maintain this asset accordingly. If the
asset is to be disposed of, we recommend minimizing investment beyond asset
survival and adjusting the FCIP funding amount accordingly.

•

C6 Fire Station 205 / C7 Fire Station 206 / C8 Fire Station 207
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that two of the three fire stations projects be phased over the
course of the FCIP with funding allocated in appropriate amounts to reflect land
identification and acquisition, pre-design activities, design, and construction.
- Due to funding constraints across all projects being considered and scale of
balancing needs, Fire Station 206 does not appear within the FY 2019 – FY
2027 FCIP as the last fire station in the preferred sequence. To still occur within
the timeframe of the FCIP, this project funding source should be considered
within a reconciliation of the broader FCIP or in the immediate years after FY
2027.
- Per the Location Study released after last year’s CIP was developed, the
sequence of work should occur as follows: Station 205, Station 207, and Station
206. Station 205 and 207 are shown in the FCIP, while Station 206 has been
moved beyond the FCIP.
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Other Considerations:
- We request that the City explore potential options and alternative strategies as
new locations are sought. For example, explore similar options to the Station
at Potomac Yard, which was built as a public private partnership with affordable
housing.
- If alternative delivery is secured and matching funds are needed for project
implementation, we agree that the appropriate level of City project funding
could be accelerated within the CIP in order to successfully deliver the project.
•

C9 New Burn Building
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that funds for construction of a New Burn Building should
remain in the timeframe of 4 – 6 years due to relative need and readiness.
- We recognize the Burn Building is a critical safety project with a vetted scope
and known location (existing location to remain). Additionally, the site does not
readily lend itself to an alternative use.
Other Considerations:
- We recommend that the City explore opportunities for a joint venture with
neighboring jurisdictions or alternative for providing access to appropriate
training space other than from the City owning, operating, and maintaining the
Burn Building.

•

C10 Old Town Pool Renovations
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that funds for the renovation of the Old Town Pool should
remain in FY 2022 – FY 2023 due to relative need and readiness to address
aging systems and conditions at this existing facility.
Other Considerations:
- None expressed.

•

C11 Chinquapin Aquatics Center (50 Meter Pool)
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We believe that this project’s needs are not a priority within the timeframe of
the FCIP being developed in comparison to other needs. Therefore, we
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determined that funds for construction of a second indoor facility at the
Chinquapin Aquatics Center site should be removed from this FCIP.
Other Considerations:
- We recommend that this project be considered for alternative delivery.
- If it is determined that the project should be funded within this CIP cycle (FY
2019 – 2027), we recommend the project be reconciled within the broader CIP
or noted as an unfunded project.
- If it is determined that the project should be funded within a future CIP cycle
after exploring methods for alternative delivery, we recommend the project be
reconsidered within the prioritization of all projects.
- We recommend that this project be evaluated in relation to the high school
capacity project and program, due to the proximity of the sites and services
provided as well as to provide student access to a competition facility and swim
program.
•

C16 Indoor Firing Range
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We agree that the need for this capability has been demonstrated, but
determined that the project is not ready for implementation in the proposed
timeframe.
- We understand that the current indoor firing range is out of service due to safety
concerns that became known during this prioritization process; however, we
believe that current interim measures are appropriate to temporarily satisfy this
need.
- We determined that funds for construction of a new Indoor Firing Range should
be removed from this FCIP and alternatives be explored in order to minimize
the City’s direct capital investment.
Other Considerations:
- We recommend that the City explore alternative delivery methods to include
public private partnerships and/or a joint venture with neighboring jurisdictions.
- If it is determined that the project should be funded within this CIP cycle (FY
2019 – 2027), we recommend the project be reconciled within the broader CIP
or noted as an unfunded project.
- If it is determined that the project should be funded within a future CIP cycle
after exploring methods for alternative delivery, we recommend the project be
reconsidered within the prioritization of all projects.
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•

Witter/Wheeler Campus (6 Projects including 1 ACPS project): C3 Fleet Building
CFMP / C12 Salt Storage Facility / C13 City Vehicle Washing Facility /C14
Reconfiguration of 3200 Colvin St. / C15 Impound Lot Capacity Expansion / S12
Transportation Facility
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We determined that funding for the six (6) projects in the Witter / Wheeler
Campus should be combined in the FCIP due to their interconnectivity.
Combining project funds provides flexibility in determining the optimal
solution for a phased construction plan for these related projects.
- We agree that the need for these services has been demonstrated, but
alternatives for delivery have not been adequately considered. Therefore, we
determined that funds for the Witter / Wheeler Campus should be moved to FY
2022 and beyond to allow for the City to explore alternatives, including:
o Outsourcing opportunities for fleet management
o Joint ventures with neighboring jurisdictions
o Alternative project types within the Campus, including school siting
opportunities
o Alternative locations for the impound lot
Other Considerations:
- We recommend continuation of a campus master plan to determine the most
optimal use of the campus and inform future CIP funding allocations, including
examining if any other City or ACPS uses can be supported.
- Within the campus, we prioritized the Vehicle Washing facility due to the MS4
Permit and the salt storage facility based on need. In developing the campus
master plan, priorities within the campus should be identified.

ACPS Facility FCIP Projects
•

S1 New Pre-K Center
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- Due to funding constraints across all projects being considered and the scale of
balancing needs, we determined that funding for the Pre-K Center be moved
beyond the FY 2019 – 2027 FCIP so that further community engagement can
be conducted to determine if a standalone Pre-K Center is the most optimal
solution.
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Other Considerations:
- We recognize the benefits of preschool education and recommend ACPS
explore additional options for delivering preschool education, including seats
with private and nonprofit partners. If in a future cycle of CIP development, it
is determined that a capital project is needed to deliver pre-K education, we
recommend the project be reconciled within the broader CIP.
- We recognize that adding pre-K capacity impacts available capacity at the
elementary level and the pre-K center is intended to alleviate over-utilization.
Capacity solutions at the elementary level will need to be considered in
determining the optimal pre-K solution.
- We recognize the need for strategic community engagement on this subject.
•

S2 Swing Space
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We recognize that a swing solution is required to support the elementary
schools planned to receive major capital projects, but do not recommend that
the Lee Center be the location. We do not believe that other alternatives have
been adequately studied, including incorporating community engagement
activities.
- We request that ACPS further plan and study swing options to determine the
optimal solution.
- We propose a draft optimal solution in the FCIP as follows:
▪ Consolidate funding of projects S2 (swing space) and S8 (new middle
school) so that the swing space to be built out for immediate use as a
temporary location for an elementary school can transition in future
years to a permanent use as either an elementary or middle school.
▪ The middle school budget figure is now reflected for S2 and S8 no
longer shows funding.
▪ The design for the swing space (and future permanent school) would
occur in FY19 and be built in FY20 and FY21, and become available
for swing use in FY21 to support elementary school construction as
prioritized.
Other Considerations:
- We recommend ACPS utilize FY 2018 as a comprehensive planning year to
study options for a swing concept and determine the optimal course of action
for FY 2019 and beyond.
- We support the concept of on-site swing and request that the City determine if
adjacent public open space at school sites not currently controlled by ACPS can
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-

-

-

•

be utilized. If necessary, we support temporarily relaxing restrictions on
adjacent open space to allow on-site construction.
We recognize that land is needed to construct new schools and recommend that
ACPS identify sites in a comprehensive study. The analysis should consider
private properties as well as City and ACPS-controlled sites. So as to not
inadvertently limit the consideration of potential sites, we support analysis of
sites that include opportunities for relaxing zoning restrictions.
The effort in FY2018 should include investigating locations for future new
schools (all grade levels) and include further studies confirming swing on-site
options for all schools.
Subcommittee recommendations in the Task Force’s second deliverable further
address this need.

S3 Douglas MacArthur / S4 George Mason / S5 Cora Kelly / S7 Matthew Maury
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We support these projects in their current FCIP sequencing due to relative need.
They are in the appropriate order and should occur as soon as possible with
respect to a decision and funding on swing space pre-design and design
activities.
- These projects should be aligned with the construction of swing space. See
project S2.
Other Considerations:
- We support the concept of on-site construction and request that the City
determine if adjacent open space not currently controlled by ACPS can be
utilized. If necessary, we support temporarily relaxing restrictions on adjacent
open space (e.g. park land) to allow on-site swing.
- We suggest that two projects could be constructed with some overlap in
timeframe, if possible in terms of funding availability, swing/on-site
construction, and appropriate staffing levels.

•

S6 New Elementary School
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- Due to funding constraints across all projects being considered and the scale of
balancing needs, we determined that funding for the design of a New
Elementary School be moved beyond the FY 2019 – 2027 FCIP.
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Other Considerations:
- We recommend continued monitoring of ACPS enrollment and the need for
additional capacity.
- We suggest that land options for new schools (swing space, new elementary,
new middle) be explored during the high school planning exercise so that the
optimal land use can be realized.
- We recognized the need for strategic community engagement on this subject.
- We recommend funding for the New Elementary School project be reconciled
within a future CIP.
•

S8 New Middle School
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We support the need for a future middle school and have combined this project
with S2 swing space; the proposed concept is to first utilize the facility as a
swing space prior to its transition to a permanent middle school. See the
description for S2 for further clarification.
Other Considerations:
- We suggest that land options for new schools (swing space, new elementary,
new middle) be explored during the high school planning exercise so that the
optimal land use can be realized.
- We recognize the need for strategic community engagement on this subject.

•

S9 High School Capacity / S10 Capacity Relocatables
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We do not believe that these projects are ready for implementation as
alternatives for the high school have not been adequately studied. Additional
funding is provided in earlier years to support an appropriate level of analysis
and community engagement to determine the optimal solution(s).
- We recognize that capacity at the high school level is required to support the
influx of students projected. Funding for construction of additional high school
capacity is a priority in the first three years of the FCIP.
- We believe that, despite urgency, it is critical that thorough analysis and
stakeholder engagement are conducted before a capital project of this size is
pursued.
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Other Considerations:
- We believe there is an urgent need for analysis and strategic engagement with
the community to determine the type of capital project needed. The community
must be engaged to determine whether to build one or multiple high schools.
•

S11 Gym Addition to New West End Elementary
Criteria & Planning Strategy Notes:
- We recognize the need for this project to make the new West End Elementary
School fully functional, and recommend it occur in FY 2019.
Other Considerations:
- Because the current budget does not include design of the gymnasium, we
recommend that it be reconciled in the broader CIP.

Attachments:
1) Background
2) Combined List of City and Schools Projects (Original list provided to Task Force)
3) Facilities Capital Improvement Plan (A)
4) Facilities Capital Improvement Plan (B)
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